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About This Game

Did you ever get the feeling that this Monday lasts forever and will never end? Our hero just got a job at the company that build
robotic housewives, and she knows exactly what it's like. Except that her Monday repeats again and again for real! On top of
that, the chief seems quite suspicious, and the activities of his subordinates raise more and more questions... Maybe this time
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loop has emerged for a reason? And it'll break if you unravel the mysterious plans of your boss? There's only one way to find
out!

Features:

A near future techno-thriller that hides behind the mask of what seems to be an ordinary office routine;

The time loop allows you to try different ways to clean up all this mess, and to move further every time;

Interact with vivid characters and search the office to find the evidence that this corporation is not so simple as it seems
to be!
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Intolerable. The translation is so bad that it barely makes sense. The game has no branching paths or options - you *must* do the
next thing to advance time. Bad bad bad. The music and art style are all it has going for it, and it's been done better elsewhere.
Get literally any Artifex Mundi HOG rather than this tragedy.. I waited a month to review this game but it seems like no update
or changes will come anytime soon so I decided to write my review with my thoughts now.

Good things? Well I like the idea of the plot... and I like the simplistic art-style

Bad things? Well... Considering I have met a bug which makes it impossible to continue to story (seems like others have the
same or similar issue). These type of bugs should be worked at to be fixed ASAP but the creators don't seem interested in fixing
these type of problems.
Looking through their library of games they all follow similar patterns with similar complains and problems with their games.
Don't bother with this one or any of their other games unless you'd like to take a gamble on whether or not you can finish it..
This game has a bug where you can't continue after talking to the Woman in the Hat. There are at least two conversation options
this happens in, one optional, one mandatory. Judging by the achievement list it doesn't happen to everyone, but I am at least the
second person to experience it, as there is a forum thread from a month ago on the topic.

Even if it was bug free I cannot recommend this game. There are six people to interact with and you just go from one to the
other as instructed and do whatever you are given options to do. There is no characterisation and no descriptions, just options.
There is no background to your character or any of the others. The translation into English is rather strange. The background
music is basically elevator music and has little variation. The game looks good, but there are only six locations in the whole
game -- unless I haven't seen something in the chapter that I could not get to due to the bug.

If this game was priced at 99 cents, it might be considered a decent demo of what a full game from this company could be. As a
supposedly complete game in itself, it's not worth buying. And it has a game-ending bug.
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